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Scat detection dogs in wildlife research and
management: application to grizzly and black
bears in the Yellowhead Ecosystem, Alberta,
Canada
Samuel K. Wasser, Barbara Davenport, Elizabeth R. Ramage, Kathleen E. Hunt,
Margaret Parker, Christine Clarke, and Gordon Stenhouse

Abstract: We report the development and application of a method using domestic dogs (Canis familiaris Linnaeus,
1758) to systematically locate wildlife scat over large remote areas. Detection dogs are chosen for their strong object
orientation, high play drive, and willingness to strive for a reward. Dogs were trained to detect grizzly bear (Ursus
arctos Linnaeus, 1758) and black bear (Ursus americanus Pallas, 1780) scats over a 5200-km2 area of the Yellowhead
Ecosystem, Alberta, Canada. DNA from scat provided the species and (for grizzly bears only) sex and individual identities of the animal at each location. Concentrations of fecal cortisol and progesterone metabolites from these same
grizzly bear scats provided indices of physiological stress and reproductive activity (in females), respectively. Black and
grizzly bears were most concentrated in the northern portion of the multiuse study area, where food is most abundant
yet poaching-related mortality appears to be heaviest. Physiologic stress was also lowest and female reproductive activity correspondingly highest for grizzly bears in the north. The scat-based distributions corresponded to concurrently
collected hair-snag data in 1999 and global positioning system radiotelemetry data (of grizzly bears) in 1999 and 2001.
Results suggest that the scat dog detection methodology provides a promising tool for addressing a variety of management and research questions in the wildlife sciences.
Résumé : Nous décrivons la mise au point et l’utilisation d’une méthode de détection systématique des fèces
d’animaux sauvages sur de grandes surfaces éloignées à l’aide de chiens domestiques (Canis familiaris Linnaeus,
1758). Les chiens sont choisis pour cette opération d’après leur orientation marquée pour les objets, leur forte tendance
à jouer et leur empressement à travailler pour des récompenses. Les chiens ont été entraînés à détecter la présence de
fèces d’ours noirs (Ursus arctos Linnaeus, 1758) et de grizzlis (Ursus americanus Pallas, 1758) dans une région de
5200 km2 dans l’écosystème de Yellowhead, Alberta, Canada. L’analyse de l’ADN des fèces fournit l’identité spécifique et, pour les grizzlis seulement, le sexe et l’identité individuelle des animaux à chaque site. Les métabolites du
cortisol et de la progestérone dans les fèces de ces grizzlis donnent des indices respectivement du stress physiologique
et, chez les femelles, de l’activité reproductrice. Les ours noirs et les grizzlis se concentrent surtout dans la portion
nord de cette région à usages multiples qui a servi à notre étude; la nourriture y est plus abondante, bien que la mortalité reliée au braconnage semble y être plus importante. Chez les grizzlis de la région nord, il y a un minimum de
stress physiologique et, chez les femelles, un maximum correspondant d’activité reproductrice. La répartition déterminée à partir des fèces correspond à celle obtenue par des récoltes simultanées de touffes de poils arrachées en 1999
et des données sur les grizzlis obtenues par radiotélémétrie du système de positionnement global en 1999 et en 2001.
Ces résultats indiquent que l’utilisation de chiens pour la détection de fèces est une méthodologie prometteuse pour répondre à de nombreuses question de gestion et de recherche dans les disciplines qui s’intéressent à la faune sauvage.
[Traduit par la Rédaction]
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Introduction
Answers to some of the most important questions in wildlife sciences, conservation, and management require reliable
data on change in species’ abundance, distributions, sex ratios, and physiological health over time (Wasser et al. 2001).
Information on abundance, distribution, and sex ratios can
be obtained from DNA (Taberlet et al. 1993; Woods et al.
1999; Mills et al. 2000), while physiological health measures can be obtained from hormones (Wasser 1996; Wasser
et al. 2000). However, the application of these measures requires that samples be readily acquired with minimal sampling bias from wildlife in remote areas.
Both DNA and hormones can be obtained from scat (feces) (Wasser 1996; Wasser et al. 1997a, 1997b; Berger et al.
1999; Kohn et al. 1999; Foley et al. 2001; Millspaugh et al.
2001; Creel et al. 2002). Scat is probably the most collectable animal by-product in the wild and can be acquired without disturbing subjects. In addition, the animal’s diet, along
with presence of pathogens and parasites, can be determined
from these same samples (Graczyk et al. 2001). The locations of scat samples can also provide information on animal
movements, home range, habitat, and resource use measures.
The information available from scat, coupled with its accessibility, makes scat collection and analysis a powerful tool
for addressing numerous questions in wildlife sciences and
especially for monitoring species at risk. Here, we report on
a novel scat collection method using specially trained domestic dogs (Canis familiaris Linnaeus, 1758) that can reduce collection biases while simultaneously enhancing
sample acquisition rates. This method is combined with fecal DNA and hormone measures, as well as geographic information system (GIS) technology, to assess impacts of
human disturbances on grizzly (Ursus arctos Linnaeus,
1758) and black (Ursus americanus Pallas, 1780) bears in
the Yellowhead Ecosystem, Alberta, Canada.
As one component of the Foothills Model Forest Grizzly
Bear Research Project, we trained dogs to detect scat of
grizzly and black bears and applied these collection methods
to a 5200-km2 area in and around Jasper National Park, Alberta, Canada. Hair sampling of grizzly and black bears at
snag stations (year 1) and tracking of global positioning system (GPS) radio-collared grizzly bears (years 1 and 2)
(Stenhouse and Munro 1999) were conducted concurrently
and their respective distributions used to further evaluate the
utility of this scat sampling method. Results suggest that the
scat detection dog method is an effective sampling technique
that could greatly enhance sample acquisition to address a
variety of questions in wildlife sciences over large remote
areas.

Methods
Scat detection dog and handler training
Scat detection dogs are trained using scenting techniques
similar to those for narcotics, bomb, and arson detection, as
well as search and rescue work. Dogs are selected for
trainability and evaluated for this work based on their temperament, strong object orientation, and play drive. Detection of a target sample is motivated by the anticipated
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reward of a play object. This makes it unlikely that these
highly reward-driven dogs will alter their capture probabilities as a function of the species, sex, reproductive status,
age, sample concealment tendencies, or other characteristics
of the subject. Scat collection by detection dogs also has
advantages over researchers relying on visual detection
because some subjects may deposit their scat more conspicuously than others (e.g., as a territorial mark; Ben-David et
al. 1998; Lopez et al. 1998; Brashares and Arcese 1999).
Sample acquisition is enhanced by the sensitive sense of
smell in canids (3 ppm), which enables dogs to detect specific multiple (18+) odors (species) at distances over 0.25 mi
(0.4 km) away (Syrotuck1972; Bryson 1991). These advantages of the scat detection dog method apply to any number
of population-based studies but are particularly valuable for
collecting samples to be used in mark–recapture and other
population studies (Burnham and Overton 1979; White et al.
1982; Weir 1990).
A dog’s ability to detect odor far from its source varies as
a function of topography, wind speed and direction, and the
age and contents of the sample. Scent particles radiate and
disperse from their source over time. Scent particles are
heavier than air, causing odor to collect or pool in depressions and be sporadic, thin, or absent in higher or more exposed places. Odor can rise or fall with shifting humidity,
temperature, and air currents or hang up in vegetation, under
logs, or against objects. These same factors may cause a dog
to lose the scent as it approaches the sample if intermittent
obstacles or changing air currents shift the scent away from
the source. Such factors can introduce bias by making samples more difficult for dogs to locate in areas where these
conditions predominate. To compensate for this, the handler
is trained to help the dog work to the source by being constantly responsive to the dog’s behavior in conjunction with
topography, vegetation, and air conditions and by maintaining the dog’s motivation through positive reinforcement.
However, differences in handler abilities can still introduce
their own set of biases.
Each of our scat detection dogs and their handlers began
their training as part of the Washington State Department of
Corrections Canine Narcotics Training Program at McNeil
Island Correctional Center in Washington. Dogs selected for
the program (see above) were initially introduced to target
species odor (scat) utilizing a scent box. The scent box is a
2 m × 30 cm × 30 cm hinged rectangle with five compartments open to the outside by a 5-cm hole. Scat is placed in
one of the five compartments. The search is initiated by the
verbal command “find it”. The dog is guided to investigate
each compartment of the scent box and encouraged to smell
at the hole openings. Initially, the “find it” command is verbalized between each hole. Upon sniffing the hole containing the sample, the dog is immediately rewarded with a
well-timed toss of a tennis ball across its visual field followed by verbal praise and ~90 s of play. The dog quickly
learns to associate sample detection with the reinforcement
of the reward. This maintains a strong motivation level for
these high play drive dogs to locate the source of target
odors throughout the day. Samples are next hidden at multiple indoor locations, varying height, and degrees of detection difficulty. After 1–2 days, the scent box is again briefly
© 2004 NRC Canada
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Fig. 1. Distribution of black bear, Ursus americanus (solid circles and triangles), and grizzly bear, Ursus arctos (shaded circles and
triangles), scat samples collected in 1999 (circles) and 2001 (triangles) over the study area. Note that forty 9 km × 9 km cells were
sampled over the entire 5200-km2 study area in 1999 (also see Fig. 3), whereas only thirty 5 km × 5 km cells were sampled over a
1500-km2 study area (indicated by the hatched squares) in 2001.

used to teach the dog to sit at the sample prior to receiving
the reward. This keeps the dog focused on the scat until the
handler can confirm its presence. Scat samples are then
gradually hidden over a progressively larger, defined area in
the field. Samples are set out in the training area at least several hours prior to any given training session. This allows
the scat scent to percolate into the environment and any human scent trail to dissipate.
Dogs are introduced to scat from many different individuals of each target species that fed on a variety of natural diets, allowing them to generalize across individuals, sex, and
diets of the target species. Scats for dog training were obtained from multiple wild grizzly and black bears, collected
across seasons in Glacier National Park, Washington State,
and the study area in Alberta. Detection dogs are also conditioned to avoid scat from nontargeted species by giving them
verbal and leash corrections if they indicate on feces of a
nontargeted species.
Dog handlers are initially aware of the locations of training samples so that they can observe how the dog’s detection
of a scent, relative to its source, varies with air speed and direction in relation to topography, vegetation, and weather.
This information allows handlers to help the dog relocate
lost scent by compensating for any environment and microclimate conditions (e.g., moving the dog downwind, noticing
where scent may have pooled, risen, or caught, or tightening
the search lines within a grid). Samples are next hidden with
the handler unaware of their number or location. This forces

the handler to rely on the dog’s behavior in relation to the
environment, providing the final skills necessary for the handler to guide the dog to a scat sample under varying conditions.
Scat sample detection rates and the dog’s motivation for
work are monitored throughout the training period. Dogs unable to sustain a high motivation for the work, resulting in a
substandard sample detection rate, are rejected from the program at any time during the training process. Rejection rates
of prescreened dogs average ~20%. By the end of training,
sample detection rates averaged ~90% for target species and
0% for nontarget species.
Field methods
We field-tested the scat detection dog method, surveying
for grizzly and black bear scats in a 5200-km2 study area in
and around Jasper National Park, Alberta, Canada, during a
6-week period in 1999 (mid-May to July) and in a smaller
1500-km2 area during an 8-week period in 2001 (July–
August) (53°N, 118°W). Bears typically feed on roots of
species of Hedysarum Lineus, horsetail (species of Equisetum Lineus), and monocots (grasses and sedges) between
den emergence and 31 July. They then enter a period of
hyperphagia between 1 August and denning, concentrating
on Canadian buffalo-berry (Shepherdia canadensis Nuttall)
and blueberries (species of Vaccinium Lineus) (Nagy et al.
1989). Grizzly bears also feed on ungulate carcasses
© 2004 NRC Canada
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Fig. 2. Landsat TM image (1998) of the study area showing mountain ranges (light to dark relief along entire southern portion of
study area), disturbances (light gray patches in the northernmost quarter of the map), and forest (dark gray). The grid cell overlay
shows the 1999 study area (also see Fig. 3).

throughout the year and this increases during the fall
(G. Stenhouse, personal communication).
Approximately 43% of the 1999 study area was within the
park, whereas the remaining 57% was within a multiuse area
to the east, exposed to a wide variety of land-use activities
(e.g., forestry, mining, oil and gas development and exploration, transportation corridors, trapping, tourism, hunting,
commercial outfitters, and public recreational use). One hundred percent of the 2001 study area was in the multiuse area
outside the park (Fig. 1). The elevation and degree of natural
habitat fragmentation are significantly higher in the south
versus north of the park (Fig. 2), whereas major transportation corridors and visitor access areas are most heavily concentrated in the north of the park. Outside the park, the
elevation does not change markedly between the north and
south. However, the north part of the multiuse area outside
the park is characterized by heavy resource extraction and is

thus the most disturbed portion of the entire study area. The
southern portion of the multiuse area is predominantly old
growth lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta var. latifolia
Engleman).
A dog team consisted of a dog, its handler, and a trained
orienteer. During 1999, forty 9 km × 9 km grid cells, evenly
distributed over the entire 5200-km2 study area, were each
searched three times at 2-week intervals by four dog teams.
Grizzly bear population size estimates over the 5200-km2
study area were approximately 100 individuals in 1999
based on mark–recapture analyses of hair-snag data; however, this estimate lacked precision (Stenhouse and Munro
1999). To better accommodate the low population estimate,
grid cell sizes were reduced to 5 km × 5 km and the number
of searches per cell increased to five times each during 2001
by five dog teams. Sampling during 2001 was also restricted
to three sampling blocks (10 cells per block) over 1500 km2
© 2004 NRC Canada
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Fig. 3. Map showing the locations of grizzly bear and black bear scat and hair sample collections throughout the 5200-km2 study area
for 1999 only. Scat collections are represented by circles; hair collections are represented by triangles. Shaded circles and triangles represent samples from grizzly bears; solid circles and triangles represent samples from black bears. The study area is divided into sixtyfour 9 km × 9 km grid cells. All of these cells were sampled for hair. Shaded cells were sampled for hair only. Roads and National Park
boundaries are also shown.

of the multiuse area. These three sampling blocks differed
markedly in the amount of human disturbances and, based
on 1999 data, the number of bears in each area. In the vast
majority of cases, no dog team searched the same cell twice.
A different dog team was assigned to each cell every time
the cell was searched to control for between dog team differences in sample detection rates.
All transects were conducted with the dog off-leash to
maximize the area covered. Dogs always remained in sight
of their handler, were trained not to chase wildlife, and wore
a bear bell to provide wildlife advance warning of our presence. No bears were ever seen by any field crew member
during scat dog searches, suggesting that the bells were
highly effective. Each dog team walked for ~7 h, covering a
5- to 9-km transect. For comparison purposes, transect
routes were determined by hair-snag locations in 1999. Hair
snags were placed in a new location within each cell every
10 days, with attempts made to locate snag stations in areas
where bears were presumed most likely to occur (G. Mowat,
personal communication). Transects were walked by dog
teams while the hair snag was still in place. Scat dog
transects extended outward from 1 km of the hair snag, passing through areas where bears were presumed most likely to
occur within each cell. In 2001, the five transects per cell
were conducted 2 weeks apart, with each transect per cell
being walked in a new location, in areas where bears were
presumed most likely to occur.

When few or no wild scat samples were detected after
several hours of searching, the orienteer would hide bear
scat along the transect route without the dog’s knowledge.
Detection of these samples maintained the dog’s search motivation by assuring that the dog would be rewarded throughout the day. This is also a common practice in narcotics
detection work.
Radiotelemetry
The 5200-km2 study area was divided into sixteen 350km2 bear management units, assuming this to be an average
home-range size of adult female grizzly bears. An attempt
was made in 1999 and 2001 to radiocollar at least one grizzly bear per bear management unit, with as balanced a sex
ratio as possible across bear management units. Twentythree adult grizzly bears (over 5 years old) were captured in
1999 and 29 individuals in 2001 using aerial darting and legsnaring techniques. Nineteen bears in 1999 and 23 bears in
2001 were fitted with either a Televilt (Lindesburg, Sweden)
GPS-Simplex radiocollar or an ATS (Advanced Telemetry
Systems, Isanti, Minn.) GPS radiocollar. Radiocollars were
programmed to collect locations at 4-h fixed intervals. In
1999, recovered radiocollars provided 6057 locations from
14 bears (9 females and 5 males), with the majority of information (91%) coming from 9 individuals (6 females and 3
males), collected during May–July (Nielsen et al. 2002). In
2001, recovered radiocollars provided 11 613 locations from
© 2004 NRC Canada
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20 bears (14 females and 6 males, including 1 relocated
male), with the majority of information (95%) coming from
15 individuals (12 females and 3 males), collected during
May–September.
Backtracking radiocollared grizzly bears
A second form of scat dog sampling was also developed,
relying on radio-collar data to help maximize the number of
samples collected from the same individual. The previous
2 weeks of 4-h interval telemetry points from an individual
grizzly bear’s GPS radiocollar were uploaded into our handheld GPS units. A dog team was positioned at each end of a
portion of that bear’s 2-week route. These two teams then
walked from one location to the next until they met in the
middle, collecting all scats encountered along the way.
Scat collection and processing
Scats of all ages were collected. Scat samples were qualitatively divided into four age classes in the field (0–1 days,
≤2 days, ≤2 weeks, ≤1 month, and >1 month) based on concurrently collected assessments of moisture (moist throughout; outside dry, inside moist and creamy; outside dry, inside
moist and firm; dry throughout), odor strength (very strong,
strong, moderate, weak, undetectable), and presence–absence
of mold. Sample exposure, color, and contents were also
recorded. These measures were also used to predict DNA
amplification success of samples for development of a collection and analysis priority system for future laboratory and
field use. At the time of collection, the location of each scat
was recorded using a hand-held GPS unit (Garmin Pro II,
Loma Linda,Calif.). This enabled us to layer all DNA and
hormone data derived from the sample onto a geographic information system that also included data sets on habitat
quality and human disturbance features within the study area
(Stenhouse and Munro 1999). We noted the habitat type,
weather, wind speed, whether the sample was detected by
the dog, with or without handler assistance, and whether the
sample was found on a road, seismic line, or hiking or game
trail or in vegetation.
DNA and hormones are unevenly distributed in scats
(Wasser et al. 1996, 1997a). Hence, all individual scat samples were thoroughly mixed with a gloved hand, on location,
prior to removing a subsample for subsequent analyses. In
1999, ~30 g of scat was loosely wrapped in a coffee filter
and placed in a Ziploc® bag containing silica as a preservative at a ratio of 4 g of silica per 1 g of scat (Wasser et al.
1997a). Samples were stored in a freezer at the end of each
field day and remained there for 0–8 weeks until transported
to our laboratory for extraction and analyses. The preservation method was changed in 2001 to improve DNA amplification success as well as hormone preservation (Wasser et
al. 1997a; Murphy et al. 2002; Hunt and Wasser 2003). Approximately 15 g of the well-mixed sample was placed in a
screw-top vial containing 2.5 mL of 90% ethanol per gram
of feces and then stored frozen as above.
DNA extraction and amplification
All postamplification products were kept separate from
DNA extraction and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) setup
locations to minimize cross-contamination. We also had separate prePCR- and postPCR-dedicated equipment, and bar-
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rier tips were used in all steps. Ethanol was evaporated from
samples overnight in a fume hood at room temperature under air-blow. Each scat sample was then freeze-dried for
7 days at –20 °C under vacuum, sifted through a steel-mesh
colander (discarding particulates that did not pass through
the colander, such as bones, fur, twigs, etc.), and the powder
thoroughly mixed. Fecal DNA was extracted using the
Qiagen QiaAmp stool kit (Qiagen Inc., Valencia, Calif.)
with the following modifications: (i) 1600 µL of Qiagen
ASL buffer (provided in the QIaAmp stool kit) was added to
200 mg of sifted, well-mixed, freeze-dried feces, vortexed
(1 min), and then incubated for 1 h at 70 °C and (ii) after
transferring 600 µL of the supernatant to a fresh tube containing 25 µL of proteinase K, 600 µL of AL buffer (provided in kit) was added, vortexed briefly, and incubated for
1 h at 70 °C.
DNA extracts were then purified using the Geneclean III®
kit (Q-BIOgene Inc., Carlsbad, Calif.) at 55 °C with the following modifications: (i) proprietary Tris–borate–EDTA
modifier buffer was added to NaI solution at 1:30 for improved binding of low molecular mass DNA fragments,
(ii) incubation was carried out at 55 °C to improve binding
of small fragments, (iii) 10 µL of glassmilk was used,
(iv) incubation time was 12 min, with tubes mixed once every 3 min, and (v) DNA was eluted in 50 µL of autoclaved
double-distilled water.
A portion of the control region of mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA) was PCR amplified using unlabeled HSF21 and 5′ 6FAM-labeled LTPROBB13 primers analyzed on an ABI3100
genetic analyzer (Perkin Elmer Applied Biosystems, Foster
City, Calif.). The samples were set up in 20-µL volumes
containing 1.5 mmol MgCl2/L, 0.25 µg BSA/µL, 0.2 mmol
dNTPs/L, 0.13 µmol 6-FAM-labeled LTRPROB13/L,
0.13 µmol HSF21/L (Wasser et al. 1997a), 0.65 U (1 U ≈
16.67 nkat) of Taq DNA polymerase (Promega, Madison,
Wis.), and 2.0 µL of the fecal DNA extract. PCR was performed in a PE9700 thermocycler (Perkin Elmer Applied
Biosystems). Initial denaturation at 94 °C for 2 min was followed by 34 cycles of denaturation at 92 °C for 30 s, annealing at 53 °C for 30 s, and extension at 72 °C for 30 s. A
final elongation for 3 min at 72 °C completed the amplification. PCRs were diluted 1:80 and 1 µL of the dilution was
added to 10 µL of deionized formamide containing 0.0129%
GeneScan TAMRA-400HD ROX (Perkin Elmer Applied
Biosystems). After a 5-min denaturation at 95 °C, the solution was snap-cooled in a Stratagene benchtop cooler at
−20 °C for 5 min and then subjected to capillary electrophoresis with a 5-s injection time on an ABI3100 genetic analyzer. Data were initially analyzed with GeneScan software
(Perkin Elmer Applied Biosystems), after which allele sizes
were called by GENOTYPER software (Perkin Elmer Applied Biosystems). Band sizes were compared with known
black and grizzly bear control samples, interspersed throughout the same run, to ascertain the taxonomic identity of the
unknown fecal samples (Paetkau and Strobeck 1996; Woods
et al. 1999; Clarke et al. 2001).
Upon confirmation of species identity, the grizzly bear
scat samples were profiled for individual identities using six
microsatellite DNA loci: G01A, G10B, G10C, G01D, G10J,
and G10M (Paetkau and Strobeck 1994; Paetkau et al.
1995). The decision to use six microsatellite loci was based
© 2004 NRC Canada
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on the following: (i) the Psib < 0.05 criterion required greater
than four loci in grizzly and black bears (Woods et al. 1999)
and (ii) analyses of multiple grizzly bear populations by
Paetkau (2003) revealed that increasing the number of loci
examined beyond the six best (based on heterozygosities and
amplification success) could result in diminished returns;
samples examined at six or more loci, which did not amplify
for at least five of these loci, tended to have an excess of apparent homozygotes resulting from allelic dropout. Thus, the
above criteria also reduced our likelihood of including data
with allelic dropout in our final analyses. Heterozygosities
for the six loci that we examined ranged from high (G10B,
He = 0.81) to moderate (all others, 0.68 < He < 0.76). Samples were also characterized for gender using the combined
primers SRY41F, SRY121R (Taberlet et al. 1993), and
ZFX/ZFY (Woods et al. 1999) in 1999 and SE47/48 (bovine)
amelogenin primers (Ennis and Gallagher 1994) in 2001.
We switched to the amelogenin primers in 2001 because,
unlike the SRY–ZFX/ZFY combination, the amelogenin assay amplified male and female bands in the same PCR, reducing the likelihood of false-positive female identifications.
One of each microsatellite primer pair was modified with
5′ fluorescent tags and DNA amplified using a modified protocol by D. Paetkau (unpublished protocol): 20-µL reactions
contained 1 mmol MgCl2/L, 0.25 µg BSA/µL, 0.2 mmol
dNTPs/L, 0.2 µmol each of forward and reverse primers/L
(Paetkau and Strobeck 1994; Paetkau et al. 1995), 1.5 U of
Taq DNA polymerase (Promega), TaqStart antibody and 4×
TaqStart buffer (BD Biosciences, Clontech, Palo Alto, Calif.), and 2.0 µL of the fecal DNA extract. PCR was performed in a PE9700 thermocycler (Perkins Elmer Applied
Biosystems). Initial denaturation at 94 °C for 2 min was followed by five cycles of denaturing at 94 °C for 60 s, annealing at 54 °C for 20 s, and extension at 72 °C for 10 s
followed by 40 cycles at 94 °C for 1 min, annealing at 54 °C
for 30 s, and extension at 72 °C for 30 s. A final extension
for 3 min at 72 °C completed the amplification. One microlitre of the PCR was added to 10 µL of deionized formamide
containing 0.0129% GeneScanTAMRA-400HD ROX (Perkin
Elmer Applied Biosystems) and then processed as described
above for mtDNA.
Known grizzly bear serum samples (n = 19) from radiocollared individuals were interspersed throughout the runs,
along with mock extraction blanks and negative DNA controls, to ensure correct identification of alleles and the detection of any contamination, respectively.
All samples were extracted in duplicate to control for uneven distribution of DNA in scat (Wasser et al. 1997a;
Fernando et al. 2003). Samples that gave the same heterozygous result in both extracts were only PCR amplified once
per extract (i.e., two PCRs per sample). All other samples
were PCR amplified at least twice per extract for nuclear
DNA to increase the likelihood of detecting alleles subject to
allelic dropout. Homozygous results must be confirmed by a
minimum of three independent PCRs. The multiple-PCR
strategy is similar to, but less rigorous than, that recommended for hair by Taberlet et al. (1996). However, the latter
approach can quickly become cost prohibitive for large data
sets (Creel et al. 2003; Paetkau 2003).
To further reduce genotyping errors, we followed the protocol recommended by Paetkau (2003). Samples were first
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screened for species identification using mtDNA analyses,
discarding those samples that failed to amplify. Ninety-three
percent of all samples amplified for mtDNA. The 7% that
failed to amplify were discarded, and the remaining 239
grizzly bear samples were next PCR amplified at microsatellite and gender loci. All samples that failed to amplify
at a minimum of four microsatellite loci were discarded
(42%). All remaining grizzly bear samples were independently examined for individual uniqueness as well as the
number of allele differences between unique individuals
(Paetkau 2003). Any two samples that differed by only one
or two alleles, across all loci, were reanalyzed (i.e., PCR repeated and (or) reexamined via GENOTYPER) at the
discrepant loci to determine if the differences were the result
of technical error (i.e., allelic dropout, failed PCR, or a
miscalled allele), and hence whether the samples actually
represented the same individual (Paetkau 2003). As a final
cross-check, samples collected in the same cell and sampling
session were compared. Those samples that still differed by
a single allele at only one locus (i.e., two homozygous samples for different alleles or one heterozygous and one homozygous sample for one of the heterozygous alleles at that
locus) were assumed to differ because of unconfirmed allelic
dropout and therefore called as the same individual. (Any
sample that could not be confirmed in these ways, at a minimum of 6 out of 7 loci (including gender), was excluded
from the final analyses (an additional 8%).) This latter approach is similar to that described by Creel et al. (2003) for
addressing genotyping errors in scat. They used the probability of two individuals sharing alleles across all loci to establish a threshold for the number of matched alleles, below
which two samples can still be declared as from the same individual without a 100% match. However, unlike the Creel
approach, our method does not require that the number of
individuals in the population be known a priori. Finally,
microsatellite loci were also analyzed to assure that they
conformed to Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium and hence that
there was not an excess of homozygotes at each locus
(Taberlet and Luikart 1999). Similar analyses were conducted to detect potential null alleles (Paetkau and Strobeck
1995). We believe that the combined methods that we employed produced the most conservative estimate of the number of unique individuals in the population with the lowest
possible error rate.
Endocrine analyses
Fecal cortisol and progesterone metabolites were examined as respective indices of physiologic stress (Wasser et al.
2000) and reproductive productivity (cyclicity and conception; Wasser 1996) for all individually identified grizzly bears
in 2001. Fecal cortisol and progesterone metabolite concentrations were extracted from the ethanol-preserved 2001 scat
samples, stored at –20 °C (Hunt and Wasser 2003), to provide an index of the amount of physiological stress and reproductive activity (females only) that each individual was
experiencing within 24 h prior to depositing the sample
(Wasser 1996; Wasser et al. 2000). These methods, coupled
with restricting analyses to those samples that also amplified
across all microsatellite DNA loci, provided additional
checks against hormone degradation in these samples. These
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Table 1. Sample ranking for likelihood of obtaining microsatellite DNA amplification success sufficient to ascertain individual grizzly bear (Ursus arctos) identities (IDs) based on the combination of sample odor
strength, moisture content, and presence of mold (indicated in the same row).
Rank
1

2
3

Odor
strength

Moisture
content

Mold
content

Positive/negative
ID ratio

Percentage of
positive IDs

Percentage
of samples

1–2
1
3–4
2–4
3–4
5
—

1–2
3
2
3–4
1
—
—

0
0
0
0
—
—
1

2.23

69

35.1

0.66
0.32

40
24

49.4
15.5

Note: The ratio of positive/negative IDs (based on microsatellite DNA analyses of six loci, plus gender), percentage of
samples that provided positive IDs, and percentage of samples collected are also given for each rank. Odor strength: 1 is very
strong, 2 is strong, 3 is moderate, 4 is weak, 5 is no apparent odor. Moisture content: 1 is moist throughout; 2 is outside dry,
inside moist and creamy; 3 is outside dry, inside moist and firm; 4 is dry throughout. Mold content: 0 is absent, 1 is present.

methods have been thoroughly validated for grizzly bears in
our laboratory (Wasser et al. 2000; Hunt and Wasser 2003).
Initial preparation of samples was identical to that for
DNA analyses: ethanol was evaporated and samples were
freeze-dried and sifted through a steel-mesh colander. Samples were desiccated and expressed as hormone concentrations per gram dry mass controls for most dietary effects on
hormone excretion rates (Wasser et al. 1993). Samples were
extracted with 30 min of vortexing after adding 2.0 mL of
90% methanol to 0.2 g of dried fecal powder (Hunt and
Wasser 2003). Fecal glucocorticoids (cortisol metabolites)
were assayed with a commercial [125I]corticosterone assay
kit (cat. No. 07-120102; MP Biomedicals, Costa Mesa, Calif.) previously validated for grizzly bears in our laboratory
(Hunt and Wasser 2003). Fecal progestins were assayed with
an in-house 3H radioimmunoassay using antibody CL-425
(C. Munro, University of California at Davis, Davis); this assay shows good parallelism and accuracy for grizzly bear feces (data not shown). All samples were assayed in duplicate,
with NSBs and blanks in quadruplicate, a full standard curve
(six standards for glucocorticoids, nine standards for
progestins) in duplicate, and low and high controls in duplicate. Any samples falling outside the 15%–85% bound or
with >8% CV between duplicates were rediluted and
reassayed. Combined inter- and intra-assay variation for the
glucocorticoid assay was 3.0% for the low control and 4.2%
for the high control and for the progesterone assay was 11%
for the low control and 6% for the high control.
Cortisol and progesterone concentrations were significantly correlated in most mammals (Wasser et al. 1996) and
grizzly bears were no exception (F[1,57] = 11.17, p = 0.002;
this study). We accordingly controlled for these correlations
by including the correlated hormone as an independent variable in all analyses involving the other hormone as the dependent variable.

Results
Scat sample condition and DNA amplification success
Scat detection dogs collected 400 scats in 1999 and 480
scats in 2001. In 1999, approximately 65% of scats were
successfully amplified for mtDNA and single-copy nuclear
DNA (scnDNA) used to determine species and gender, respectively, while only 40% of scats were successfully ampli-

fied for microsatellite DNA. We suspected that DNA amplification success from scat was compromised by improper
freezing of silica-preserved samples that year. Scats were
stored in a walk-in freezer, also used to store beaver carcasses used for grizzly bear trapping by capture crews. The
freezer was frequently opened and undoubtedly took a long
time to recool because of its large storage space. In 2001,
these problems were corrected with a dedicated freezer and
ethanol preservation (see Methods). Amplification success
of mtDNA increased to 93%, scnDNA for gender to 81%,
and microsatellite DNA to 73% in 2001. Based on the conservative criteria used to call unique individuals from the
study samples (see Methods), 50% of the 239 grizzly bear
scat samples were excluded from the final analyses. For
these final samples, microsatellite DNA amplification success was >95% for one of two extracts and 89% for both extracts combined. The error rate of miscalled alleles in these
final samples was 2.2%.
Sixty-two percent of transect samples collected in 2001
were estimated to have been defecated ≤2 weeks and 85%
≤1 month before collection. For the backtracking surveys,
78% of samples were estimated to be ≤2 weeks old and 94%
≤1 month old. However, these qualitative estimates of sample age were not correlated with microsatellite DNA amplification success in a logistic regression using amplification of
five or more microsatellite loci (1, 0) as the dependent variable. By contrast, several of our indices of sample age were
highly correlated with DNA amplification success in a logistic regression. Amplification success declined with scat odor
strength (χ2 = 10.23, p = 0.001, n = 239), moisture (χ2 =
9.11, p = 0.003, n = 239), and presence of mold (χ2 = 6.55,
p = 0.01, n = 239). All three variables remained significant
when simultaneously entered into the regression. However,
the relationship between odor strength and moisture on
amplifcation success was nonlinear. Specifically, while a
sample that is moist throughout is typically fresh, that sample is unlikely to be fresh if it is also weak smelling. In fact,
that combination (moist throughout and weak odor) produced among the lowest amplification success among our
samples. By pairing samples of all combinations of odor
strength, moisture, and mold and examining their collective
impacts on microsatellite DNA amplification success, we derived the ranking system predicting DNA amplification success shown in Table 1. The predictive values of these ranks
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were highly significant when entered as nominal (or continuous) variables in a logistic regression predicting samples
whose microsatellite DNA amplifications provided conclusive individual identities (ranks 2 versus 1: coefficient =
−1.215, χ2 = 16.21, p < 0.0001, n = 239; ranks 3 versus 1:
coefficient = –1.94, χ2 = 18.5, p < 0.0001, n = 239). The
correspondence of these ranks to DNA amplification success
is also shown in Table 1, along with the proportion of grizzly bear samples collected with each rank. These rank measures were also significantly correlated with our qualitative
estimates of sample age in a simple regression (r = 0.44, p =
0.0001, n = 239).
Scat sampling results
The detection dog method collected 2.2 black bear per
grizzly bear scat samples in 1999 compared with 0.7 black
bear per grizzly bear scat samples in 2001. These betweenyear differences appear to result from differences in the areas sampled over these two periods. Sampling occurred inside and outside the park in 1999. Sampling occurred only in
the multiuse area outside the park in 2001. Black bear scats
in 1999 were more commonly detected inside than outside
the park, whereas grizzly bear scat collections showed the
2
reverse pattern ( χ[1]
= 19.11, p < 0.0001, n = 195). The
higher percentage of grizzly bear relative to black bear scats
collected in 2001 is thus consistent with our exclusive sampling outside the park during that year.
Individual identities could not be determined in 1999 owing to poor microsatellite DNA amplification success (see
above). Microsatellite DNA and gender analyses were, however, conducted for grizzly bear scat in 2001, revealing 24
unique individuals over the 750 km2 of transect cells covered
(two additional unique individuals were detected during
backtracking surveys). The sex ratio of these 24 individuals
was 1.79 females per male. The number of samples collected
per grid cell was highly correlated with the number of
unique individuals identified in that cell (r = 0.84, p <
0.0001), suggesting that we captured a high percentage of
bears in each cell. The ratio of the number of individuals per
the number of samples in each cell was highest for the cells
in the central portion of the study area. During transect surveys, an average ratio of 0.71 different individual was detected per sample collected based on samples that amplified
well enough to ascertain individual identity. As expected, the
above ratio was substantially lower (0.18) during backtracking surveys where the aim was to maximize samples from a
single radiocollared individual.
The distribution of bears also differed significantly from
north to south (Fig. 1). In 1999, there was minimal species
overlap inside the park. Black bear scat samples collected
inside the park were concentrated in the northern portion
and to a lesser degree in the central portion of the park. Very
few black bear samples were found in the more mountainous
southern portion of the park. By contrast, no grizzly bear
samples were found in the northern portion of the park,
which contains the major transportation corridor, the largest
area of mature forest, and the highest visitor access areas.
Grizzly bear scat samples collected inside the park were
concentrated in the more mountainous central and southern
portions of the park.
A somewhat different pattern was found in the multiuse
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Table 2. Capture history of grizzly bear
individuals by session based on DNA
from scat.
Capture historya

No. of bears

11010
11001
10011
10000
01111
01110
01010
01000
00111
00110
00100
00011
00010
00001

2
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
3
1
4
1

a
For example, 11010: two bears were initially captured in session 1 and subsequently
captured in sessions 2 and 4.

area outside the park, consistent with both 1999 and 2001
data (Fig. 1). There was high species overlap in the northern
portion of the multiuse area, which also had the highest level
of human use within the entire study area. That area is characterized by clearcuts, high density of all-weather roads,
high levels of human activity, and two large coal mines located at the north end of the town of Cadomin (Fig. 2). Both
black and grizzly bear samples were most abundant in the
northern portion of the multiuse area in 1999, with the number per species progressively declining to the south. Moreover, the highest concentration of bear samples in the north
were found along major industrial-use roads. The distribution of black bear samples was also similar in 2001. However, the number of grizzly bear samples and the number of
unique individuals detected in the north and the relatively
less disturbed central study blocks were both high and comparable to one another in 2001 (Figs. 1, 4, and 5). Twelve of
the 24 unique grizzly bears identified during transects in
2001 were detected in the central-west portion of the
multiuse study area compared with 11 unique grizzly bears
in the north and only 1 unique individual in the south. Very
few black or grizzly bear scat samples were collected in the
largely unfragmented lodgepole pine dominated forest south
of Cadomin, in 1999 or 2001, with the exception of the area
close to the primary road on the eastern border of the study
area (Fig. 1).
Tables 2 and 3 show the capture and recapture history for
the 24 unique grizzly bears identified from the 2001
transects. Thirteen of the 24 individuals were captured only
once during the combined five tracking sessions. Three individuals were recaptured in session 2, two individuals in session 3, nine individuals in session 4, and six individuals in
session 5. The mean number of different individuals detected
per cell, across all five sessions, was 2.87. Five to seven new
individuals were captured in each of sessions 1–4. However,
only one new individual was captured in session 5 (Table 3).
The POPAN data type option in the program MARK (version 3.1, 2003) (see White and Burnham 1999) was used to
estimate the population size of grizzly bears during the 2001
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Fig. 4. Locations of 19 grizzly bears (open circles) equipped with GPS radiocollars within the study area in 1999 relative to grizzly
bear scat sample collections (solid squares) during the same year. One bear was radiocollared in each of 16 grizzly bear management
units (350 km2) spread across the study area.

Fig. 5. Locations of 19 grizzly bears (open circles) equipped with GPS radiocollars within the study area in 2001 relative to grizzly
bear scat sample collections (solid squares) during the same year. One bear was radiocollared in each of 16 grizzly bear management
units (350 km2) spread across the study area.
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Table 3. Identities of newly captured grizzly bears by session and their recapture in subsequent sessions (indicated by “+”) from scat.
Session
Area

1

Central
North
North
North
Central
North
North
North
North
Central
North
South
Central
Central
North
Central
Central
Central
Central
Central
Central
Central
North
North

1
3
10
14
G035
G041
G100

2

3

+
+

5

+
+

+
+

+

5
8
15
36
G027

4

+

+
+

2
7
9
22
31
37

+
+
+

+
+
+

12
39
43
G008
G037

+

+
+

+

No. of sessions
recaptured
2
2
2
0
2
0
0
1
3
2
0
0
2
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Year and type of prior sample,
if any

1999,
2001,
2001,
2001,
1999,
2001,
1999,
1999,

hair
radiocollared/tissue
radiocollared/tissue
radiocollared/tissue
hair
radiocollared/tissue
hair
hair

2000, radiocollared/tissue
1999, hair

1999, hair

1999–2000, radiocollared/tissue
1999, hair
1999, radiocollared/tissue
2001, radiocollared/tissue

34

Table 4. Grizzly bear population estimates derived from POPAN model results from program MARK.
Modela

AICc

AICc weight

Population estimate (n)

SE

1. Phi(.) p(.) pent(.)
2. Phi(.) p(.) pent(0)
3. Phi(.) p(t) pent(0)
4. Phi(1) p(.) pent(.)
5. Phi(1) p(.) pent(0)
6. Phi(1) p(.) pent(t)
7. Phi(1) p(t) pent(0)
8. Phi(t) p(.) pent(.)
9. Phi(t) p(.) pent(0)
Weighted average
Unconditional SE

101.356
100.781
103.378
100.609
98.508
106.767
102.924
106.871
107.622

0.11194
0.14923
0.0407
0.16259
0.46494
0.007
0.0511
0.007
0.005

30.83173
27.89877
32.2665
28.51466
27.62121
27.85553
27.16726
30.97163
28.55165
28.36334

4.096276
3.343841
6.469001
3.718783
2.871416
2.989659
2.677529
4.309525
4.142284
3.370686
3.559447

Note: The 95% CI for weighted average estimate is 21.3868215–35.3398519. The percentage of variation attributable to
model variation is 10.32%.
a
Phi is the probability of survival between capture sessions, p is the session capture probability, and pent is the probability
of a new animal entering the population between capture sessions, (.) means that the parameter is held constant across all
capture sessions, (t) means that the parameter is allowed to vary for each capture session, (1) means that the parameter value
is fixed at 1 for all capture sessions, and (0) means that the parameter value is fixed at 0 for all capture sessions.

field season. This model uses the reparmaterized Jolly–Seber
equations reported in Arnason and Schwarz (1995, 1999).
Several models were explored that characterized varying
levels of population closure (Table 4). Small sample sizes
during any one capture session and the number of sessions
restricted the number of parameters and model forms that
could be successfully solved. The model resulting in the
smallest AICc (Akaike’s Information Criterion corrected for
small populations) value indicated that the population was

most likely closed with respect to survival and emigration,
exhibiting constant capture probability across all tracking
sessions (Table 4, model 5). However, several other models
resulted in comparatively small AICc values and could be
considered to be competing with the closed model (see Table 4). The open population model parameter estimates did
not greatly differ from 1 (for phi) or 0 (for pent), suggesting
relatively limited movements in and out of the study area
between sampling periods. Model averaging results using
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the weighting factors derived from each model’s AICc values estimated there to be approximately 28 individuals
(±7 bears, 95% CI) in the 750-km2 area during the sampling
period.
The dramatic reduction of new individuals identified from
the last session (5) suggested that our sampling protocol had
saturated the study area, capturing the majority of individuals by session 5. This is also supported by comparing the
overall population estimate (28 bears) with the total number
of individual bears identified from scat DNA (24 bears).
However, as indicated above, it is possible that the local bear
population was not entirely closed during the sampling period. Individual grizzly bear home ranges are large and
likely some individuals moved in and out of the study area
during field sampling. It is also possible that the decline in
the number of new bears detected in sampling session 5 was
partly a result of a shift in habitat use as the summer progressed and forage became concentrated in large berry
patches.
Bear distributions based on hair collection and
radiotelemetry methods
Hair samples were concurrently collected over the same
study area during 1999 in a separate study conducted by
Mowat and Strobeck (for details see Woods et al. 1999;
Mowat and Strobeck 2000). Scat detection dog and hair-snag
methods collected comparable numbers of samples in 1999
(~400 each), despite 50% more cells being sampled for hair
than were sampled for scat by dog teams (i.e., sixtyfour versus forty 9 km × 9 km grid cells, respectively; cells
not sampled for scat are shaded gray in Fig. 3). The hair
sampling detected 41 unique grizzly bears over the
5200-km2 study area in 1999 (5.9 individuals/750 km2).
Eleven of these 41 unique individuals identified from hair in
1999 were captured in the 750-km2 area sampled for scat
in 2001. This is less than half (46%) of the observed 24 individuals/750 km2 detected in that same area by scat dogs in
2001 (Figs. 1 and 3). To further detail these comparisons,
the 2001 scat data were partitioned into north, central, and
south study blocks (see Fig. 1 and Table 1). Detection dogs
captured 11, 12, and 1 unique individuals in the north, central, and south blocks, respectively, in 2001 compared with
3, 4, and 4 unique individuals captured in those same areas
from hair in 1999. All seven unique individuals captured
from hair in the north and central blocks in 1999 were also
captured in those same areas by detection dogs in 2001.
None of the four individuals captured by hair in the south
were captured by detection dogs. However, the southern portion of the multiuse study area also had the lowest overall
bear densities based on hair (Fig. 3), scat (Figs. 1 and 3),
and telemetry data (for grizzly bears only; Figs. 4 and 5).
These combined results suggest that the scat detection dog
method may be including a portion of the population that is
not being sampled by hair (see also below).
Part of the hair–scat difference likely results from the fact
that detection dogs physically cover a larger portion of each
cell in search of a sedentary object, while hair snags are sedentary, luring in bears from considerable distances by olfactory means. One outcome of this difference is that multiple
hits per hair snag in a single sampling session rarely detect
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more than one individual (G. Mowat, personal communication) compared with a 71% chance of detecting a different
individual with each new scat sample collected in a single
session in that same grid cell (see above). This difference
was also reflected genetically. We compared the percentage
of one, two, and three allele mismatches between uniquely
identified individuals from hair versus scat in the study population using the method described in Paetkau (2003). Scat
sampling identified approximately seven times more individuals that differed by only two alleles (0.014 versus 0.002
from hair). Given the highly conserved manner with which
we called unique individuals from scat DNA (see Methods),
these results suggest that the scat dog sampling method is
far more likely to capture close kin than is the hair-snag
method. However, we cannot rule out the influence of other
methodological differences in coverage: the hair-snag
method conducted three sessions per each 9 km × 9 km cell
in 1999, whereas the scat dog teams conducted five sessions
per each 5 km × 5 km cell in 2001. Despite all of the above
differences, it is noteworthy that the respective distributions
over the landscape of grizzly and black bear samples collected by hair-snag and scat detection dog methods were
quite similar to one another in 1999 (Fig. 3).
GPS radiocollar data points from 9 grizzly bears in 1999
and 14 in 2001 were also concentrated in the areas where the
majority of scats were found (Figs. 4 and 5, respectively).
Unfortunately, matched scat and telemetry data from the
same individuals were available on too few subjects to allow
for more fine-grained comparisons between scat and telemetry data. Eight of the unique individuals detected from scat
in 2001 were matched to previously captured bears. However, radiocollar data only provided information on two of
these individuals in 2001. On the other hand, all scat detected from these eight individual captured bears were also
found in areas consistent with available telemetry and capture data during the years they were captured.
Endocrine results
Fecal cortisol and progesterone metabolites were analyzed
as a function of sampling area (north and central), sex, and
change over time, for 2001 only. The southernmost study
block was not included in these analyses, since all three
samples from that block were from the same individual collected during session 2. Each animal was entered only once
into a given analysis, either by using the mean across all that
individual’s samples in the sampling unit or as a single value
when multiple samples were not available. Cortisol metabolite measures of physiological stress in the northern area
were compared with those in the central area in an ANOVA,
enabling us to also control for the progesterone–cortisol correlation (see Methods). Cortisol metabolite concentrations
were significantly lower in the northern area than in the central area (F[1,56] = 4.02, p = 0.05). There was no significant
sex difference found in the above analyses.
When cortisol metabolites were analyzed over time (i.e.,
by session), there was a significant effect of sex (F[1,52] =
6.46, p = 0.01), time (F[1,52] = 5.09, p = 0.03), and the sex ×
time interaction (F[1,52] = 4.8, p = 0.03) in the general linear
model. Cortisol metabolite concentrations increased over
time and were higher in males than in females and the time
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Fig. 6. Sex differences in mean (±SE) cortisol metabolite concentrations over time (study session) in grizzly bear scats collected in
2001.

effect was much more pronounced in male than in female
grizzly bears (Fig. 6). When these effects were qualitatively
examined between the northern and central areas, the increasing cortisol metabolite pattern over time held for males
in both the northern and central areas and for females in the
central area only. This was reflected in an overall model,
where area (F[1,42] = 3.88, p = 0.056) and the area × time
(F[1,42] = 4.67, p = 0.036) and area × time × gender interactions (F[1,42] = 3.86, p = 0.056) all had significant or nearly
significant affects on cortisol metabolite concentrations.
Progesterone metabolites (progestins) were also examined
in females as an index of reproductive performance (cyclicity and conception) by area. Progestins showed the opposite
trend of that found for cortisol metabolites. Progestin concentrations were highest in the northern area (F[1,32] = 5.89,
p = 0.02), probably indicating greater reproductive activity,
which was consistent with the lower cortisol “stress” hormone levels in northern females noted above. The results
were also consistent with those above when the effect of
time was added to this model. There was a significant effect
of time (F[1,30] = 7.17, p = 0.01), with a nearly significant
area × session interaction (F[1,30] = 3.26, p = 0.08). Thus, as
shown in Fig. 7, progesterone steadily increased over time in
the northern area while falling off early in the study period
in the central area. Assuming that sustained progesterone reflects ovulation followed by conception, these combined
data suggest that more females experienced successful reproduction in the northern area where cortisol-based indices of
physiological stress appeared to be lower compared with the
central area where physiologic stress appeared to be higher,
as reflected by cortisol metabolites.

Between dog team differences
The total number of scat samples detected per hour varied
markedly across dogs, ranging from 0.34 to 1.12 scats/h
(mean ± SE = 0.75 ± 0.17) for the four dog teams in 1999
and from 0.45 to 1.11 scats/h (0.76 ± 0.12) for the five dog
teams in 2001. The black to grizzly bear ratio of samples detected also differed between dog teams, ranging from 0.63 to
3.76 (2.27 ± 0.73) in 1999 and from 0.35 to 1.89 (0.99 ±
0.31) in 2001. The sex ratios (females per male) of individuals identified from scat in 2001 ranged across dogs from
0.33 to 2.69 (1.72 ± 0.44). The ratio of handler-assisted versus independent finds ranged from 0% to 6% for eight out of
nine dogs used in this study. (A handler assist occurs when
the dog handler spots a sample that the dog appears to have
missed and directs the dog in the direction of the sample to
aid detection.) The ninth dog had a handler assist rate of
25%. However, this was the only dog that had two different
handlers and most of the handler assists occurred when the
dog was with its secondary handler. This dog also had the
fourth highest scat detection rate (0.88) out of the nine dogs.
There was a significant tendency for the nine dogs to detect a higher number of samples later in the day (r = 0.47,
p = 0.012, n = 27) when dividing the day into three sampling
sessions (0830–1130, 1130–1430, and 1430–1800). There
may be several reasons for this. First, increasing temperatures throughout the day may increase bacterial action, increasing the amount and spread of odor dissipating from the
sample. This would enable dogs to catch odor at distances
farther from the sample as the day progresses. Weather, daytime temperature, and wind strength and direction would
each play an interactive role here as well. There may also be
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Fig. 7. Temporal patterns in mean (±SE) progesterone metabolite concentrations in female grizzly bear scats collected in 2001 between
north and central portions of the multiuse study area.

a positive impact on detection motivation from the cumulative rewards administered throughout the day.

Discussion
Scat contains a treasure trove of genetic, physiologic, and
dietary information. The extraordinary sample collection
abilities of scat detection dogs, when coupled with the
amount of information available from scat, lend considerable
strength to these noninvasive genetic and physiologic approaches to wildlife sciences. One detection dog, originally
trained to detect grizzly bear scat in our program, moved to
a second program to detect scat from kit fox (Vulpes
macrotis Merriam, 1888). That dog was 100% accurate, detecting kit fox scat at four times the rate of trained observers
(Smith et al. 2001), and also demonstrating the repeatability
of this method across species. The potential of this method
for providing high sample acquisition, with virtually no prior
setup, makes scat detection dog methods ideal for population monitoring on an annual basis as well as for crosssectional monitoring of wildlife over large, new areas. Other
community- and population-based studies can also benefit
from these methods.
Potential biases
There are potential sources of bias from scat dog sampling
that can be introduced from dog–handler team differences,
time of day effects, terrain, and acute environmental conditions. However, in most cases, these effects can be minimized by an appropriate sampling design. For example, as in
the present study, differences in sampling efficiencies between dog teams can be accounted for by randomizing dog

teams searching cells, without replacement, on repeat visits.
Time of day effects on scat detection rates can be addressed
by providing dogs with warmup periods and stronger rewards in the morning and randomizing start locations, to the
extent possible, so that no area is intentionally sampled first.
Since most of our transects formed a loop, ending at the start
location, and each transect within a cell was in a new location, we believe that it was unlikely that time of day effects
caused any significant bias in our study.
Since dog handlers always worked the same dog, it was
impossible to determine whether between dog team differences were the result of the handler or the dog. Experience
from training over 300 narcotics detection dog–handler
teams (B. Davenport, unpublished data), coupled with subjective observations in our study, suggests that between dog
team differences resulting from detection errors (missed
samples even though the dog passed through the sample’s
scent cone) are most often due to handler error (e.g., moving
the dog off the sample without realizing that the dog had detected it). The importance of careful dog selection and handler training cannot be overemphasized as means to reduce
such biases. Tracking the ratio of handler-assisted versus independent dog finds is also critical (this was under 6% for
all but one dog in this study). If this ratio becomes too excessive for a given dog team, the dog (and (or) handler)
should be removed from the sampling team.
As is the case for hair collections (Pollock 1982; Rosenberg et al. 1995; Woods et al. 1999; Mills et al. 2000), factors such as age and sex differences in home-range size
could impact scat encounter rates by dogs and may need to
be adjusted by the models used to estimate population size
from such data.
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The apparent high, degradation-based exclusion rate
(50%) of samples used in the analyses of individual identity
could be a potential source of bias if this was correlated with
cell location or sampling session. However, we did not believe this to be the case because (i) the number of unique individuals identified per cell was highly correlated (r = 0.84)
with the number of samples collected in that same cell and
(ii) while the number of new individuals detected sharply
declined in session 5, the total number of individuals detected remained constant across sessions.
Lack of population closure is another consideration in detection dog studies, depending on the models used to estimate population size and the range in age of scat samples
encountered in the field (Kendall 1999). The age of scat
samples may have helped reduce closure impacts in this
study, since the majority of scat samples encountered were
estimated to be <1 month old and indices of sample age (Table 1) suggest that older samples had a significantly lower
DNA amplification success rate. However, it is unclear
whether population closure decreased in session 5 or our
sampling saturated the area by that time. Kendall et al.
(2001) attempted to maximize closure by restricting scat collections by personnel to trails cleared 1 or more days prior
to sampling. However, sampling only trails may have its
own associated biases (Kendall et al. 2001). Although detection dogs work equally well on or off trail, we found that far
more samples were detected off trails than on trails during
our past 2 years of sampling (S.K. Wasser, unpublished
data). Removing samples from trails prior to sampling can
also result in loss of information regarding the individuals
that were present beforehand. Sample removal could be especially problematic if some animals were reluctant to traverse the sampling areas during the subsequent sampling
period because of the immediate presence of human scent.
Land-use patterns based on DNA and endocrine
measures
Several interesting patterns emerged from this study.
Species-specific distributions of scat samples in our study
generally corresponded to those from grizzly and black bear
hair-snag data and to grizzly bear radiocollar telemetry data.
Results generated using microsatellite DNA further suggest
that multiple scat samples collected in the same sampling
session are more likely to represent multiple individuals than
are multiple hair samples (also see Woods et al. 1999), many
of which may be close relatives. This was expected, since
scat was collected using dogs walking a 5- to 7-km transect
compared with stationary hair-snag collections in that same
grid cell.
Inside the park, black bear sample concentrations were
found in areas of highest human use, around major transportation corridors and visitor access areas. Grizzly bears
generally avoided these areas, despite the low habitat fragmentation (Popplewell et al. 2003), instead spending most of
their time occupying lower human use density, higher altitude areas in central and southern parts of the park. Scat,
hair, and telemetry data each reflected this pattern. Although
more data are needed that take into account differences in
habitat quality between these areas (e.g., Nielsen et al. 2002,
2003), the above results could suggest that bears may re-
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spond differently to varying levels and forms of human use,
independent of habitat quality.
Outside the park, both grizzly and black bears concentrate
in the most heavily disturbed, high human-use areas in the
northern portion of the study area and especially close to
major roads. Grizzly bears, but not black bears, are also
common in the relatively less-disturbed central portion of
the study area. Both species avoided the low human density,
old-growth lodgepole pine habitat to the south. This pattern
also was confirmed by scat, hair, and, for grizzly bears only,
telemetry data. It is unclear whether this finding is related to
levels of human use, habitat quality, or some combination of
these factors.
Cattet et al. (2002) found that grizzly bears in the study
area have better body condition outside versus inside the national park and suspected that this is due to relatively low
food availability in the old forest which characterizes the
park. The same may hold true in the southernmost study
area outside the park, where bear densities were especially
low. By contrast, food availability is much higher in the relatively younger forests to the north. That area has experienced high human disturbance from over 50 years of forest
harvesting and open-pit coal mining and, since the 1970s,
significant exploration and development of oil and gas reserves. All of these resource extraction activities have increased the accessibility of these areas to people and
associated recreational pursuits. These human uses have created the current landscape, which has an array of forest seral
stages and a large array of ungulate species frequenting this
area. Grizzly and black bears seem to be attracted to the variety of seral stages and the diversity of bear foods contained
in these areas.
Stress and reproductive hormone concentrations over time
and area were consistent with the above findings. Physiological stress appeared to be lowest in the northern portion of
the multiuse area, based on fecal cortisol metabolite concentrations, whereas reproductive productivity, based on fecal
progestin concentrations, was highest in the north. Temporal
hormone patterns by area suggested that physiological stress
increases in male and perhaps some female grizzly bears as
the berry season approaches. Defense of ungulate carcasses
may also increase during that time as does increased presence of people in the wilderness, prescouting the area for
hunting opportunities (G. Stenhouse, personal communication). Clearly, this is an important transition period for grizzly bears. However, it is premature to conclude which of
these conditions might have contributed to the elevated
cortisol measures over time (but see Boonstra et al. 1998).
Females in the north were physiologically least hindered by
these temporal effects compared with those to the south, and
the former also appeared to be the most reproductively productive. Yet, the high disturbance heavy road use areas of
the north still have their associated costs. Such areas have
been shown to be “attractive sinks” where there is good habitat for bears but those that live there suffer high levels of
mortality because of poaching (McLellan et al. 1999). Five
grizzly bears were found poached in close proximity to these
high-use open roads during the present study. Bears that
spend more time near roads in our study area also suffer
increased mortality. Five years of GPS radiolocation data
© 2004 NRC Canada
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showed that females spend more time near roads than do
males. Moreover, no old females (>15 years) have been
caught outside the park during over 60 captures for telemetry studies. The latter suggests that females have a low probability of persistence outside the park (Stenhouse and Munro
2003).
The results of this study illustrate the value of using
noninvasive sampling, employing scat detection dogs coupled with fecal hormone and DNA analyses, as part of an effective monitoring program of species at risk over large
remote areas. We identified land-use patterns for grizzly
bears in the Yellowhead that could have significant implications for their long-term survival. The causes and consequences of these land-use patterns still require further
investigation, as does the effectiveness of any mitigation efforts. We believe that the methods employed in this paper
appear to be well suited for these tasks.
Costs for this method averaged US$500 per sample, including personnel (44% of cost), field transport (9%), and
DNA (42%) and hormone (5%) supplies and analyses. Several factors can reduce these costs, including a reduction in
DNA analysis expense by excluding samples unlikely to amplify, more efficient access to remote areas, improved sampling efficiency, and reduced labor costs. Comparable costs
for hair and radiotelemetry studies are unavailable. However,
these methods are not entirely comparable given that much
of the information obtained from scat is inaccessible using
these other methods.
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